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Abstract - Clinical breast exanlinations (CBE) are an
important component in breast cancer screening.
Inadequate training of tactile skills may contribute to a low
and variable CBE sensitivity range. Based on previous
investigations, we investigated adding visual feedback of
pressure changes in balloons embedded in silicone under
palpation to provide learners with positive corZfirmation of
their perfornlance. thus enhancing confidence in lump
detection and improving sensitivity and specficity. The
experiment tested the effects of visually augmented training
by comparing training groups which receive either: a) no
training (only verbal), b) palpation practice without
feedback, or c) visually augmented feedback
The
experiment utilized signal detection theory and included I 8
medical students who completed a pretest, training, and a
postest but found no signifcant diflerences between the
training groups.
Keywords: Haptic, Tactile, Training Feedback.

1 Introduction
Clinical breast examinations (CBE) are an
important component in breast cancer screening. To
perform a CBE, a physician uses his fingertips to palpate a
patient's breast toward her rib cage, feeling for tissue
irregularities and tumors. Screening for breast cancer with
CBE in addition to mammography reduces breast cancer
mortality by 27% in women aged 4 5 6 4 [I]. However,
many physicians receive inadequate training in tactile
search of breast tissue, which may contribute to a low and
higbly variable CBE sensitivity range of 39-59%. While
practitioners may underutilize CBE if they do not feel
proficient in CBE performance [2], training can
substantially improve performance and effective training
tools can improve training success (3-51. Commercial
minirig models, breast-shaped silicone forms embedded
with foreign objects representing lumps, are effective in
improving lump detection [4]. Training with such models
can improve detection of benign tumors in women's
breasts, demonaating a transfer of skills where skills
leamed with the models are successfully used in a clinical
breast examination [5, 61. After silicone model training,
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uarticipants eniov a 4469% skill advantace over untrained
partic&nts
These benefits come frim studies using
current breast models that ,,,pically proTride
five lump
conditions. The limited number of lump conditions can
restrict extended practice because trainees quickly
memorize the lump positions and further practice
confounds memory. with tactile skill. Also, studies with
traditional silicone breast models also report an increase in
false detections, [3. 4, 71 suggesting that training may
simply increase clinicians ,Tillingness to diagnose
breast anomalies as lumps.

[i..

To address CBE training limitations, we developed
and tested a breast simulator with 15 dynamically
controllable lumps set to desired badness within
underlying rib and muscle strnctures, in a silicone breast
model [SI. In a previous study of 48 medical students, we
tested tu-o hypotheses, that haining u-ith the dynamic breast
model leads to: 1) higher lump detection without increasing
false positives, com6ared w-iih training with a static breast
model; and 2) greater skill transfer to other breast models
[91. Results demonstrated that training xith the dynamic
model increased lump detection by 1.35-1umps compared to
0.60 lumps for a traditional breast model (p=O.OOS),
reduced false positives by -0.70 lumps compared to 10.42
lumps @=O.OZS),and demonstrated skill transfer with a
1.17 lump detection improvement on the traditional de\<ce
compared to only a 0.17 lump detection improvement by
traditional device trainees on the dynamic device (p<O.OOI)
[9]. We then looked at measnres of realism. Engineering
material tests including stressistrain analysis of breast tissue
and lump hardness were taken to ensure that the firmness of
the dynamic and static models were similar. Additionally a
subjective test with fifteen physicians showed the dynamic
simulator was similar to the Mammatech breast models in
simulating real tissue [SI. Findings demonstrated an
advantage of the dynamic model over conventional models
in training CBE tactile skills.
Next, we developed an electronic balloon inflation
and pressure monitoring system. The system can inflate
and monitor up to 8 balloons simultaneously and provides
continuous pressure monitoring of each lump to a computer
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screen. The visual feedback indicates when a trainee has
palpated a lump. In previous experiments, we observed that
feedback to the trainee in the form of oscillating water
pressure while the trainee's finger was near the balloon
aided in lump localization. Once a trainee learned the feel
of a lump, he or she subsequently was able to find similar
lumps more easily and confidently. Thus, we were
interested in ways to provide feedback to aid learning.
Several types of direct, immediate augmented
performance feedback could potentially aid tactile training
through the tisual, auditory, or tactile senses. Feedback
improves system accuracy, frequency response and
stability, and provides for self-monitoring [ 101. Feedback
functions as a leaming aid in providing outside information
to the trainee regarding effective training to improve skills
to a standardized level. Often before training, large, hard
lumps near the surface can be palpated with ease. The goal
is to gradually enhance training so that an examiner can
find those lumps that are more difficult to detect (i.e., deep,
soft, smaller lumps) by augmenting the trainee with
feedback.

inflated to desired pressure with the electronic inflation and
monitoring system. The balloons were undetectable when
deflated. The readings from the continuous pressure
monitoring system for each lump were visually displayed
on a laptop computer. Trainee lump palpation increased the
balloon pressure, providing visual performance feedback to
the leamer, Figure 2. The nominal fill pressure of the
balloons was 20 psi and the sensor displayed pressure
increases caused by mass palpation with a resolution of 0.1
psi, corresponding to a very light touch directly above the
mass. Palpating near the mass also changed the pressure, so
the subject's task was to adjust palpation position and
pressure to maximize the pressure response. Maximum
response occurred when the mass was directly palpated. In
Figure 2, three balloons are inflated and the value of one
mass changes with palpation.
For experimental pretest and posttest, silicone
cylinders with embedded ball bearings were used, Figure 3.
Six samples and a blank were used with, different ball
bearing locations and sizes.

Beneficial training effects of adding user feedback
have been reported in the literature. Akamatsu and
MacKenzie [ll, 121 studied a-pointing task using a mousetype device and the effect of adding tactile, auditory, and
\k-ual feedback individually and in combination. Vitense, et
al report a multimodal interface using auditory, haptic, and
visual feedback in a direct manipulation task finding that
certain types of bimodal feedback can enhance performance
while lowering self-perceived mental demand [13]. Realtime force and visual feedback are also provided to doctors
in laproscopic and other medical procedures [14]. These
authors emphasize the value of augmenting the trainee's
senses with the appropriate information and recommend
feedback in the development and advancement of
multimodal interfaces.

2

Method

Based on our previous investigations, we believed
that using Wsual feedback of the pressure changes in the
lumps under palpation would provide learners with positive
confrmation of their performance, thus enhancing
confidence in lump detection and improving sensitivity and
specificity. Our hypothesis is that augmenting the training
experience with Tisual feedback will improve sensitivity
and specificity.
2.1

-1

to electronics

Figure 1. Training set;p (3 silicone cylinders with
embedded polyethylene balloons with filler tubes leading to
the electronic filling and sensing device)

Apparatus

The dynamic breast model inflates handmade
balloons embedded in formed silicone with water to
simulate lumps of controllable hardness. For this study, we
used three cylinders oriented length-wise, each with an
embedded balloon (approximate sizes 6 nun, 6 mm, and 8
mm). A thin piece of silicone (-1 mni) coated with baby
powder covered the cylinders, Figure 1. Balloons were

Figure 2. Computer screenshot showing three balloons
inflated with one being palpated. The measure to the right
has a circle where the pressure jumped briefly and a second
circle with a more sustained palpation.
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2.2

Participants and Protocol

The experiment tested the effects of visually
augmented training by comparing training groups which
receive either: a) no training (only verbal), b) palpation
practice without feedback, or c) visually augmented
feedback. The 18 participants were medical students at the
University of lowa. All participants signed informed
consent documents for the study, which was approved by
the University of Iowa Institutional Review Board.
Participants were compensated $40 for their 3-hour
involvement. The 8 women and IO men were aged 23-36
with a mean age of 26. The 18 participants were assigned
to three experimental cohorts, balanced by gender and year
in medical school, factors that reflect prior opportunities to
practice breast examination skills.

Sample
I Blank I 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6
Dimension I None I 4 0 I20 I 4 0 I 2 0 I 4 0 I20
I AMeasure I
l l l l l l
(mm)
I I
I I

presencdabsence of a lunip. The confidence rating scale
ranged from most confident in mass presence to most
confident in mass absence, Figure 5.
In previous
eqeriments, participants often palpated with an
unrealistically high pressure. In this eqwiment, the stimuli
were placed on a digital scale and the research assistant
verbally wamed the participants if their palpation pressure
exceeded 1500 grams.
Before the pretest began,
participants were given practice on a sample to leam this
maximum pressure value. During the eial, the research
assistant monitored this scale reading.
The second day involved a training sessioR a
break, and a posttest. Each 20-minute mining session
covered search pattem, finger pressure, part and number of
fingers used, finger motion, nodularity effects, breast area
coverage, and lump properties. Group specific training was
pmlded, dependent on the random group placement.
Training sessions for groups b and c employed the three
cylinder setup described above, Figure 1. For group a,
relevant material was read to the trainee but the lrainee did
not palpate the breast model. Group b participants palpated
the cylinders without receiving visual feedback, and group
c trainees palpated the cylinders while viewing the visual
display of the pressure changes. The research assistant
pro\lded training according to detailed, written instructions
describing the above techniques. M e r a 10-minute break,
post-training scores were gathered following protocol
instructions from the pretest.

l

B Measure
(mm)
Dimension None
C Measure
(mm)
Dimension 43
D Measure

4.8

48

8.2

8.2

11

11

44

46

45

44

46

43

(mm)

The experiment was conducted on tu’o separate
days. On the first day, participation included watching a
20-minute video and then performing a pretest. The video
presented proper technique in performing a CBE with a
silicone model. Following the video, participants veritied
their understanding of the video by reviewing CBE
techniques with the research assistant In the pretest, a
single interval signal detection theory approach with 120
trials was used. The six samples were presented one by one
in randomized order presented in Figure 4. In each trial, a
trainee was allotted 15 seconds to palpate the sample and
respond with a gradient choice to indicate confidence in the
2097

Figure 4: Trial order for both pretest and postlest for all
Participants

1

most coddent

2
less confint

3
least coddent
I, = tests: factor A (whole plot blocks)

4

5

least confdent

more coddent

p,

6
most confdent

= 1.2
= training:factor B (main treatments)

y, = masses:factor C (subplottreatments:

1

l'=1,2s3 t
k = 1,2,3,4,5,6

6, = participants per training group:

(h=l,2,3,4,5,6)

factor D (sub-subplot treatments)

2.3

Statistical Methods

Signal detection theory with a single interval
model was used in the experiment and analsysis was done
with the &core software 1151. With a single interval
model, one stimulus is presented in each hial and the
observer judges whtere the stimulus contains the signal and
gives a confidence rating. An equal nnnlber of signal and
blank (no signal) conditions are presnted. Thus, in our
'case, of the 120 trials, 60 were blank and 10 signal
conditions for each of the six masses were used. The kaltematiw forced choice model was also considered, but
the single interval model was preferred because the simulus
is judged in isolation rather than allowing for a comparison.
Lack of comparison is somewhat more similar to a real
breast exam where comparisons are generally unavailable.

Because participants were randomly distributed
into the training groups (and thus the m j o r unit of
participants came from the same population of medical
students), the experiments was crossed with respect to
treatments rather than nested within a treatment. Between
the three experimental training groups, the experiment was
analyzed to find differences in lumps detected based on
me of training.
Table 1: Split-Split Plot Design Layout

From the signal detection theory analysis, d'
pretest and d' posttest values were generated. Using these
values, analysis of variance (ANOVA) techniques were
used to compare the data and determine differences among
control, no feedback, and feedback training groups. The
split-split-plot design includes dependent variables (withinsubjects dimension) of 2 whole plots (tests: pretest and
posttest) with 6 blocks (masses: 1,2,3,4,5,6), Table 1. Each
subject completes both pretest and posttest with all six
masses.
The independent variable @eh%-een-subjects
dimension) includes the 3 subplots (training types: no
training, training without feedback, training with ~ l s u a l
3 Results
feedback) for the 18 sub-subplots (subjects: 1-6 for no
Using the Rscore program, each participant's
training, 7-12 for training without feedback, 13-18 training
with visual feedback). The statistical model for the split- pretest and posttest was analyzed. After review of the
analysis, several values exceeded a very liberal 34.805
split-plot design is:
with 18 degrees of freedom. All subjects mho exceeded
this value were removed from the analysis. We then
proceeded to find the d' pretest and d' posttest values,
suggesting that their response pattem did not match the
pattem predicted by the signal detection theory. Further
analysis revealed that many of these subjects did not make
use of the confidence range provided, but instead repeatedly
used a few of the response categories.

x

Using the d'values for the 9 q u a l i i n g participants
(3 per training group) and using the general linear model in
2098

SAS for the split-split plot desigq it was found that the pvalue for ditferences in training group were not significant
(p=0.402), Figure 6. Gender. participants uithin each
training group, and test order were not significant. The test
plot (pretest and posnest) is shown, Figure 7. There was a
significant difference @-0.0611) behveen the mass
samples. This can be seen in Figure 8. While masses 2-6
shon nearly equal d' values, it should be noted that mass 1
was much more difficult for the participants to distinguish
clearly.

.---Figure 8: Box plot showing 6 sample masses

i

4

I
C

Figure 6: Box plot showing training groups (l=control,
2=no feedback, and 3=visual feedback training)

Discussion

While there u-ere no significant results present in
the study, a trend did exist for slightly greater improvement
in the visual feedback group. If there is in fact a trend in
this data, it is not significant. Because we dismissed half of
the sample (from 18 down to 9 participants), due to
statistical analysis issues discussed above, we would need
to increase the sample size in a future study to confirm any
such trend. The high 2 value, which indicates that lhe
signal detection theory model did not account for all of the
variance in these participants, is troubling. We believe this
is in part due to the low number of trials (120) which should
be increased to behveen 300-1000.
In the future, following from Figure 7, a bener
selection of samples in terms of ball bearing size and
location is needed. while masses 2-6 were very easy for
many of the participants to locate confidently, mass 1 was
extremely difficult for almost all parhcipants to find. Better
selection distribution would include a gradient of easier lo
more difficult embedded masses in a more representative
fashion Also, we would like to determine those places
where lumps are on the limits of detectability.

Figure 7: Box plot showing test order differences
(l=pretest, Z=posttest)

Additionally and suprisingly, few participants
made comments about the 1500 gram pressure limit. The
research assistant observed that participants quickly lamed
the 1500 gram pressure limit and would work their way to it
&ithout surpassing it, even on the following day. They
seemed to leam the pressures without \iewing the scale.
Future work includes refining the dynamic training
model, measuring its educational efficacy, and exploring
training transfer to clinical experience. Recently. we
received a grant from the National Board of Medical
Examiners and we are currently working with the Ontario
Breast Screening Program (OBSP) in Ontario, Canada.
This pmj& will refine the existing protome dynamic
silicon breast examination simulator, and test its
effectiveness in assessing clinical breast examination skill
2099

with a group of clinical breast examination specialists in the
OBSP. The project will evaluate two hypotheses, 1) that
perfomwce uith the simulator correlates with performance
on clinical breast exams in practice and 2) retesting with the
simulator accurately nieasnres performance improvement
over time. Comparing performance of the simulator with
clinical performance as measured through records
documenting the practitioner's recent clinical sensitivity and
specificity u-ill test the ability of the device to measnre
clinical skill.

5

Conclusions

191

1101
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[12]

Several types of direct, immediate augmented
performance feedback could potentially aid tactile training
through the visual, auditor)., or tactile senses. In the study.
we mere interested in ways to provide feedback to aid the
leaming process, in parficular through the addition to visual
feedback of pressure changes in palpated masses during
training. While the study provided insights, n e bad no
conclusive evidence of the efficacy of such feedback.

[13]

[14]
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